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a b s t r a c t

Previous papers have demonstrated how nanoparticles in the Microscale Selective Laser Sintering process

densify under conditions of isothermal heating, yielding a time calibration factor which relates the pre-

dicted sintering time to simulation time. However, it is important to quantify the uncertainty related to

the time calibration factor in order to state with any degree of confidence the sintering window during

which the physical process can be expected to achieve the degree of sintering predicted by the simula-

tion. As such, the goal of this paper is to quantify the uncertainty related to the time calibration factor.

! 2021 Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME). Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Commercially available Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes

generally have minimum features sizes on the order of hundreds of

micrometers [1,2]. This resolution limitation prohibits industries,

where sub-10 lm parts are desired, from benefitting from the

unique advantages available with AM. Microscale Selective Laser

Sintering (l-SLS) is a process that has been created to mitigate

these resolution issues in metal AM parts [3–5]. In l-SLS a layer

of nanoparticle ink is deposited onto a substrate. Then a laser is

directed off a micromirror array which projects a sintering pattern

onto the nanoparticles with microscale resolution [3–5].

A simulation for the nanoparticle sintering in this l-SLS process

has been presented previously by the authors [6,7]. This simulation

uses Phase Field Modelling (PFM) to study the densification rate

associated with nanoparticles undergoing sintering. The simula-

tions in [6] yield densification curves for a one-by-one micrometer

bed calibrated to isothermal heating at 450 "C, 500 "C, and 550 "C.

The result of this calibration was a single value for the time calibra-

tion factor. However, this single value does not account for the

uncertainties associated with the calibration. There are two major

sources of uncertainty associated with these calibrations. The first

source of uncertainty is a result of the uncertainty inherent in the

experimentation process [6], and the second comes from the ran-

domness in the arrangement of particles in the bed generation pro-

cedure [8,9].

To derive the total uncertainty, several random nanoparticle

beds are generated and sintered. The uncertainty from these ran-

dom beds is then propagated through the uncertainty from the

experiments. This process yields the uncertainty in the time cali-

bration factor, which maps simulation timesteps to time in sec-

onds. Uncertainty in the time calibration factor gives the window

of time for which the actual system could be expected to achieve

the sintering extent predicted by the simulation.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Single temperature single curve fit

The uncertainty analysis was carried out on thirteen two-by-

two micrometer beds that were randomly generated and consist

of particles with diameters between 4 and 40 pixels. The size cal-

ibration value for these simulations was 10.584 nm/pixel. This

range of diameters was chosen to match that of the copper

nanoparticles being modelled, which were experimentally mea-

sured to have a diameter with a 95% Confidence Interval between

40 and 424 nm [10]. Of the thirteen beds generated, the first nine

beds were generated as two-by-two micrometer beds with identi-

cal bed generation parameters, while the last four beds were two

two-by-two beds extracted from the center of beds generated as

four-by-four micrometer beds and two two-by-two beds generated

with more mixing. The four-by-four micrometer beds were incor-
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porated into the study to determine the effect that boundary con-

ditions may have on the results.

Starting with the initial beds generated, the sintering simula-

tion and analysis follows a procedure graphically outlined in

Fig. 1 [6]. The particles in the beds undergo sintering starting from

the state in Fig. 1a until a final sintering extent shown in 1b is

reached. Then densification curves similar to that in 1c, obtained

from analysis done on 95 pixels2 boxes in the center of the two-

by-two micrometer simulation beds, were calibrated to the exper-

imental data curve in 1d and the time calibration factor A was

derived. A is the map of simulation timesteps to time in microsec-

onds as defined in Eq. (1). The value A was chosen as the one that

minimizes the error between the experimental data and simula-

tion data as in 1e. This process was carried out for all thirteen beds.

A ¼
Actual time lsð Þ

Number of simulation timesteps
ð1Þ

The calibration process gave an average A value of

22.3 ± 3.6 ls/timestep for the nine beds generated the same way.

The two beds extracted from the center of the four-by-four

Fig. 1. (a) Initial unsintered bed, (b) Final sintered bed, (c) Density curve extracted from an analysis of the sintering simulation, (d) Experimental data curve fit for sintering at

550 "C, (e) Simulation calibration fit to experiment.

Fig. 2. 550 "C Sintering Calibration to an Uncertainty Band.
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micrometer beds, as well as the two beds created with different

restitution coefficients, gave A values which fall between a 95%

confidence interval of the mean and standard deviation derived

from the first nine beds. Since all four A values from beds created

with different bed generation parameters fall within the uncer-

tainty from the nine beds all created with the same parameters,

the conclusion can be made that the uncertainty resulting from

the parameters used in generating the beds is small compared to

the inherent uncertainty resulting from the differences in the

arrangement of nanoparticles within the beds themselves.

Fig. 3. (a) Histogram of all the scaled time calibration values, A/100, collated from the analysis done on all randomly generated beds and fit to the uncertainty band for the

550 "C experiment (b) Q-Q plot to verify normal distribution of the natural log of the data in Fig. 3a. A Q-Q plot is a plot of two sets of quantiles against each other to

determine if they are both of the same distribution. If the plot gives a straight line, then they are of the same distribution. In this plot the natural log of the data is compared to

a normal distribution and the straightness of the scatter plot shows that the natural log does indeed follow a normal distribution, which means that the original data is

confirmed to follow a lognormal distribution.
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2.2. Single temperature uncertainty band

The results above do not incorporate the uncertainty associated

with the experimentation process. For sintering experiments done

on copper nanoparticles at 550 "C, the associated uncertainty is

shown in Fig. 1d. Several exponential fits can be derived from the

experiment curves in Fig. 1d which would satisfactorily fall within

the uncertainties. As such, it would be inaccurate to solely obtain

time calibration data from a single curve fit to a single set of points

on any one curve. To obtain a full measure of the uncertainty asso-

ciated with the process, calibration is done to all curve fits within a

band defined by the uncertainty of the experiments. First, several A

values are chosen, then the densification curves are calibrated

using these A values and the calibrated simulation curves are fit

within the uncertainty bands from the experiments. With this

method, all possible A values that result in simulation calibrations

within the acceptable limits for the experiment are determined. An

example is shown in Fig. 2, where the blue dashes are the cali-

brated simulation curves, and the red lines represent the uncer-

tainty window for the experimental results.

The process of fitting the simulation data to uncertainty bands

was carried out for all the analysis boxes. A values were deter-

mined from the calibration process and Fig. 3a shows the final his-

togram derived from the collation of the analysis done. This data

includes all A values calibrating to curves within the uncertainty

bands for each of the eighteen analysis boxes taken from all thir-

teen generated beds. The histogram, in Fig. 3a, and q-q plot, in

Fig. 3b, show the A values most closely follow a lognormal distribu-

tion. A Kolmogorov Smirnov test [11] performed on the hypothesis

of a lognormal distribution, yielded a p-value of 0.42, further vali-

dating the lognormal distribution assumption. The mean of the

overall distribution is 27.5 ls/timestep with a standard deviation

of 6.1 ls/timestep. Comparing these overall results to the results

derived from examining a single curve fit shows that the random

arrangement of particles in the bed contributes a larger amount

to the overall uncertainty, but that it is still necessary to account

for the contribution from the uncertainty in the initial temperature

curves in the overall uncertainty for the time calibration factor.

2.3. Other temperatures

The procedure outlined for calibrating to sintering at 550 "C was

repeated for experiments done at 450 "C and 500 "C, for a single

bed. The expectation from this study is that the A value derived

from calibrating to these temperatures should fall within the dis-

tribution in Fig. 3a. This should be the case because A should be

independent of the temperature that the simulation is being cali-

brated to. Once the A value distributions for these new tempera-

tures were obtained, the distributions were compared to that in

Fig. 3a, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. The log of the data values

was used for these comparisons to make it easier to compare them

as normal distributions. A z-test was used to determine how close

the means of the 500 "C and 450 "C distributions are to that of the

550 "C distribution. A z-value of 0.341 was found when comparing

the 550 "C and 450 "C distributions, and 0.003 was found for the

comparison between 500 "C and 550 "C. These values show that

the means for the 450 "C and 500 "C distributions are within 1

standard deviation of the 550 "C distribution.

3. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates an approach to quantifying the total

uncertainty associated with the calibration of simulation time to

sintering time for a nanoparticle sintering simulation. Comparing

the amounts of uncertainty related to generating the simulation

beds with the uncertainties created by the inherent randomness

of the particle locations in the bed showed that the largest source

of uncertainty comes from the random arrangement of particles in

the simulation beds. This has implications on the bed generation

process for the sintering simulations run. It shows that for future

analysis performed with these simulations the bed generation

can be carried out with varying generation parameters without

impact on the final distribution of the results. Also, comparing

the calibration results from one temperature to those done on

other temperatures revealed that changing the temperature had

no statistically significant change on the time calibration factor.

This means that the simulation is robust enough to handle this

change in temperature without changing the result derived. Conse-

quently, future analysis for such temperature independent proper-

ties need only be performed on simulation beds sintered to a single

temperature. It is worth noting that the results presented here are

dependent on the material and size distribution of the particles

under study. Additionally, further testing is required to understand

what effect sintering between nanoparticle layers has on these

results.
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